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to create a customer.

that’s the explicit purpose of every business, according to management guru peter Drucker.1 
how do you do it? By convincing prospects that your product or service will help them achieve 
their goals.

in an ideal world, you could send your best sales representative around the globe to spread the 
word. But in the real world, that tactic falls somewhere between impractical and impossible, 
not to mention immeasurably expensive.

so instead, you create what David Levy, a leading information management scientist, calls 
“talking things”—documents that deliver your messages and speak on your behalf.2

unfortunately, these documents don’t always communicate correctly. or harmoniously. or in 
a voice that prospects find engaging.  

they fly through the mail and over the internet every day, yet documents are often meager 
stand-ins for gifted and insightful salespeople. many documents come across as self-
absorbed and ignorant of customer requirements. others show up at the door wearing the 
communications equivalent of wrinkled hand-me-downs. still others appear wholly uninterested 
in their audience, all but stifling a yawn.

Consequently, tools that should create customers begin to alienate them. prospects reject your 
offer, sign with a competitor or, in the case of existing customers, jump ship. and that means 
lost revenue.

ROI That’s MIA

although the chief marketing officers we meet represent diverse industries, they initially 
express a common complaint: their marketing efforts aren’t generating significant roi.  

according to a BrandWeek article, even the shiniest tools in the marketing toolbox—social 
media and digital direct marketing—aren’t making Cmos smile.3 the bottom line? Companies 
are investing heavily to increase sales, but end up increasing frustration instead.

revenue: the next generation

7
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there are a number of reasons for this stressful underperformance, from advertising clutter 
and information overload to media fragmentation and intense global competition. many of 
them are out of your control. however, there is something you can do. you can improve the 
effectiveness of your documents and make them work together more efficiently.

it helps to think of each prospect or customer document as a sales representative. as with any 
rep, your documents must not only have the right information, but must present it in a way 
that is clear, consistent and relevant to customers. only then can these “talking things” begin 
speaking in way that turns potential into profit.

Making Direct Marketing More Direct

take for example, direct mail. the Direct marketing association states that the average 
response rate for a direct mail campaign ranges from 1.65 percent to 3.86 percent.4 these 
numbers may not appear to be impressive, but they represent a de facto industry standard.

for some companies, that standard is not enough. innovative enterprises around the world 
are discovering ways to make long-standing direct marketing benchmarks seem like starting 
points. how? By implementing marketing approaches that boost the effectiveness of mailings 
and supersize their outcomes.

target is one such company. using Xmpie® variable data printing, this retail giant turned a 
static coupon mailer into a highly relevant, high-draw document. the coupon was redesigned 
to incorporate up to 20 variable components. the components were mixed and matched in a 
meaningful way for each recipient. for example, the coupon’s incentives were based on each 
customer’s unique purchasing history. Due to these changes, target increased its response 
rate by 50 percent. equally important, although the coupon grew in complexity, by bringing 
the project inhouse, target decreased operational costs by 30 percent. target was able to aim 
with greater accuracy and hit multiple bull’s-eyes—all while slicing expenses.

there are countless examples of similar direct marketing successes. poDi, the digital printing 
initiative, maintains a database of case studies that can be extremely informative  (www.podi.
com), as does peppers & rogers (www.1to1.com). these stories reflect a common theme—the 
smarter the document, the stronger the revenue. while there are many forces driving these 
achievements, the three that follow are at the top of the list.

Revenue Driver #1:  Making Messages Relevant 

a few years ago, researchers at the rochester institute of technology tested the impact 
of personalization, color and one-to-one content on direct mail response rates. Basic 
personalization boosted response rates by 44 percent. when color complemented the 
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personalization, the rates increased by 135 percent. when relevant, one-to-one content joined 
the mix, the numbers soared by over 500 percent.5  

why the startling leap? while personalization and relevant content may seem similar, they 
are distinctly different tools. anyone who has received a direct mail letter bearing his or her 
name has experienced personalization. But relevant content moves beyond name-dropping. 
it involves communicating one-to-one as if conversing with someone you know. it’s not “a 
special offer for Bob!” it’s “a special offer that you and your three daughters will love!” in 
short, it’s the difference between a monogrammed pocket and a custom-made shirt.

in the book The Trusted Advisor, David h. maister and his co-authors list the common attributes 
of the most trustworthy customer partners.6 the number 1 trait is “a predilection to focus on 
the client, rather than themselves.” number 2 expands on the idea: a “focus on the client as 
an individual, not as a person fulfilling a role.” relevant document content can help with both.

this rapidly evolving marketing discipline offers tremendous potential for building trust while 
increasing response rates and driving revenue growth across all channels—traditional direct 
mail, email campaigns, social media, viral videos and whatever new communication tool is 
emerging as you read this. yet while relevancy clearly works, it can be arduous to achieve, 
particularly without the help of external experts.

you have to gather, mine and analyze the right data. segment your audience. examine 
prospect/customer behaviors and histories. and ultimately? you have to make the right offer 
in the right way to the right person at the right time. But when it’s done right, as target and 
others have proven, it’s hard to go wrong.

Revenue Driver #2: Engineering for Maximum Impact

take a look at the development process behind many documents today: 

at the start of a project, writers and designers soak up information about markets, competitive 
products and prospect demographics. then focus groups, clients, account teams, creative 
directors and other voices chime in. Depending on the document, the result is likely to be 
a marvel of creativity. But all too often it fails to move the needle or deliver predictable 
responsiveness.

to remedy the situation, Xerox advocates a new paradigm: document development based on 
science more than art. in other words, a process where subjectivity is minimized and documents 
are engineered to achieve specific goals.

Let’s use the design of a bridge as an analogy. Before an engineer clicks on the first 
CaD screen, he or she carefully assesses a variety of factors such as wind conditions, soil 
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composition and traffic expectations. only after analyzing the data does the engineer 
design a stable, aerodynamic structure that can carry the predetermined load under highly 
specific circumstances. 

are aesthetics a vital part of the engineer’s development process? anyone who has viewed 
florida’s water-skimming seven mile Bridge or stood beneath the golden gate Bridge knows 
the answer is yes. But the process itself is not founded upon—nor steered by—subjectivity 
and creativity. it is a disciplined, data-driven approach based on a clear-cut understanding of 
geography, science and client goals.

Communication engineering follows a similar path. it is grounded in the analysis of client 
objectives, content requirements, market interest levels and the communications environment. 
“Document engineers” draw on behavioral science principles to develop text and graphics in a 
specific, methodical way. when they’re done, they too have created a bridge—one between 
an enterprise and its market. 

Keep in mind that communication engineering is not mere document redesign. it applies the 
science of communication effectiveness to the structure, organization and design of document 
content. the sidebar on the next page helps illustrate the concept:
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applying Communication engineering

in minimizing subjectivity, communication engineering maximizes predictability and 
effectiveness. the message gets through. recipients are motivated to take the desired action. 
and roi starts to grow. 
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Revenue Driver #3: Building Loyalty

in his best-selling book, Loyalty Rules, frederick reichheld states that a 5 percent increase in 
customer retention can increase profits by 25 percent to 95 percent. if, as an example, a credit 
card company were to increase its customer retention rate from 90 percent to 95 percent, total 
lifetime profits from a typical client will grow, on average, by 75 percent.7  a peppers & rogers 
group report reinforces the point:  

as reported  in the European Journal of Marketing, loyal customers are overwhelmingly 
more profitable, not only because they buy more, but also … because their cost-to-
serve is less. Loyal customers are also a company’s most productive marketing channel, 
because they provide authentic word-of-mouth referrals and serve as trustworthy 
advocates of the brand.8

not all customers offer the same potential value, of course. therefore, the goal is to 
increase loyalty among the most profitable customers. this not only contributes to 
revenue, but also lowers costs—it’s cheaper to mine the potential of a current customer 
than to unearth a new one.

perhaps that’s why customer loyalty programs are sprouting like wildflowers across today’s 
business landscape. yet, amidst all the buzz around customer retention, a Cmo Council report 
revealed that over 76 percent of senior-level marketers are not “realizing the full potential 
of their customer base.”9 unfortunately, a tool that is ideal for the job—the document—is 
significantly underutilized or, even worse, overlooked completely.

take a minute to view a typical business relationship from the customer’s perspective. when the 
courting begins, customers are wooed with high-quality, splashy marketing communications 
that say, “we care about you. we understand your needs. our outstanding products and 
services can help you achieve your goals.” 

once the engagement takes place, however, documents begin whispering a different message. 
one along the lines of, “now that you’re a customer, we can pretty much take you for granted.” 

why the sudden change in tenor and tone? for one, the responsibility of customer 
communication passes internally from marketing to operations. for another, post-acquisition 
documents are often viewed as an operational cost, which invites budget cuts and encourages 
lower quality work.

therefore, post-acquisition communications are likely to be unimpressive and ineffective. they 
fail to build strong, lasting relationships and undercut efforts to cross-sell and up-sell. these 
flawed documents not only represent missed opportunities to generate revenue, but can also 
undermine success.
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what’s more, they can be vague or confusing. and what do confused customers do? they 
call customer service. so the “economical” document ends up being anything but.  (one 
unfortunate insurer we know mailed 5,000 “low-cost” letters and found itself fielding over 
3,000 baffled callers.) no one wins. the customer is displeased. the service rep is grumpy from 
repeating the same explanation. and the call center’s budget director is perhaps unhappiest 
of all. 

the first step toward rectifying this situation is to recognize it. the documents you send to 
customers—at any stage, in any form—have an indelible impact on the overall quality of 
their experience. that affects your most prized asset—the relationship itself. the stronger 
your customer relationships, the greater the loyalty. the greater the loyalty, the more robust 
your revenue potential.  

Making the MOST of Your Documents’ Revenue Potential

there are many ways to maximize the revenue-driving potential of physical and digital 
documents. i’ve boiled it down to four strategic approaches that can help you make the most 
of these critical tools.

Mind-set—Consider all communications, whether to prospects or existing customers, as 
marketing communications.

One-to-one—Leverage the power of customization and relevancy in your pre- and post-
sale communications.

Sustain—Create a conversation that begins prior to acquisition and continues throughout 
the life of the relationship.

Transpromo—turn transactional documents, like invoices, into high-powered promotional 
vehicles. 

Let me briefly elaborate.

M—Mind-set 

Companies like target offer a good example of what can happen when a functional document 
is viewed as a marketing tool. this mind-set can serve any organization well. But first, the 
organization must remove the cost-center blinders that curtail its view of documents.  

Customer communications should no longer be perceived as sales versus support or as 
marketing versus operational. Dividing lines should be eliminated and all points of customer 
contact should be considered marketing communications. easier said than done, for sure. But 
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thinking about your communications in a new way—as revenue-driving relationship builders—
can yield tremendous results.

O—One-to-One 

once the perception of customer communication is upgraded from a cost center to an engine 
of growth, investing in relevant, one-to-one content makes complete business sense. after all, 
revenue growth is based on meeting short- and long-term customer needs. what better way 
to start than by demonstrating you actually understand those needs?

in fact, an infotrends study revealed that almost two-thirds of direct mail recipients preferred 
customer statements that included highly relevant, personalized offers to those that were 
accompanied by separate advertising inserts.10

while one-to-one communication may appear daunting, a good number of companies are 
already partway there: their databases are packed with valuable customer information. this 
information can be combined with other internal and external data to craft documents that 
are highly meaningful to target audiences and ultimately profitable for the enterprise.

a program recently undertaken by nJpaC, the new Jersey performing arts Center, offers a 
great example. Like most arts organizations, nJpaC was facing the threat of declining audience 
members due to challenging financial times. the number of subscriptions had begun to fall 
and those who did subscribe were starting to attend fewer performances.

rather than wait in the wings, nJpaC adhered to shakespeare’s belief that “action is eloquence.” 
the company introduced a one-to-one communications program that placed the likes and 
interests of its customers at center stage. and the early reviews are extremely promising.  

S—Sustain 

no relationship can succeed when one of the participants stops talking. yet that’s essentially 
what happens in many business relationships. the enthusiastic communication that kicks off 
the customer relationship trickles to a silence, broken by the occasional plea for payment or 
requisite product notice.  

Consider this alternative: an ongoing, multichannel conversation that begins prior to 
acquisition, continues during onboarding and extends through the life of the relationship. in 
other words, all your pre- and post-sale touchpoints—direct mail, email, invoices, websites, 
personalized urLs (purLs), statement stuffers, social media, viral videos, etc.—are united as a 
single customer communication process.
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this integrated, big picture approach can help you deliver a consistent, high-quality 
customer experience, regardless of format or channel. it also offers opportunities to cross-
sell and up-sell, as well as to improve customer retention and brand value. additionally, 
relevant documents can be used to collect customer feedback, generating insights to keep 
your future messages pertinent.

T—Transpromo 

all too often, companies disregard one of the most invaluable customer communication 
tools—transactional documents such as invoices and customer statements. according to 
infotrends, nearly 32 billion of these business-as-usual documents are distributed each year 
in the united states alone. typical readership rates? an astounding 95 percent in north 
america and over 98 percent in western europe. that’s more than 10 times the rate of direct 
mail. and the average reading time is three to four minutes.11 yet, these 32 billion customer 
touchpoints are virtually shunned as marketing opportunities.

with one-to-one marketing and communication engineering, you can turn these documents 
into a dynamic form of communication called “transpromo”—transactional and promotional 
content integrated in a single document. with transpromo, your documents don’t just request 
payment or provide account updates. they also include highly relevant information and 
offers. Consequently, customers are more likely to engage in a conversation about buying 
additional products or services.

in one well known case, Best western used the power of transpromo documents to increase 
revenues by 30 percent and boost roi even more.12 in another, humana reengineered its 
benefits statement to include extensive customized information, resulting in an award-winning 
document that increased customer retention by 17 percent.13

some transpromo adopters go so far as to sell ad space to other companies. Case in point—a 
bank in israel that included ads from a local retailer on its customer statements. the bank 
generated significant ad revenue; the retailer gained $2 million via a remarkable 44 percent 
response rate.14

as eric Clapton sings, “it’s in the way that you use it.” when you witness the way visionary 
companies employ “basic” communications to drive revenue, it’s not surprising to learn that 
infotrends projects 48.5 percent compounded annual growth in transpromo, from 3.8 billion 
impressions in 2009 to 27.5 billion in 2013.15 transpromo documents offer an opportunity to 
place key messages in customers’ hands. savvy companies are making sure the opportunity 
doesn’t slip through theirs.
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making the most of your Documents’ revenue potential

The Challenges of Meaningful Communication

so why isn’t every company making the most of its document management process? and 
why, more often than not, are the three revenue drivers discussed earlier idling in neutral or 
even worse, stuck in reverse?

the previously mentioned Cmo Council survey provides a clue to the answer:

marketers felt that their lack of real-time data and analytics was a critical roadblock to 
having customer insights into customer retention, profitability and lifetime value. while 
customer data continued to remain in functional silos spread across the organization, 
marketing found that what data was accessible was often incomplete and inaccurate.16

in other words, the vision of a meaningful, sustained customer conversation is blocked by 
logistical obstacles. this is a very real problem, because the logistics are complicated. in fact, 
Xerox research reveals that there are at least 30 distinct steps in a true, multichannel, one-to-
one campaign. these steps range from strategy development and data management to cross-
media delivery, response measurement and campaign analytics.

few companies have the in-house expertise to manage this communications spectrum 
efficiently and cost-effectively, particularly as budgets get tighter. that’s why many look 
outside the organization for a strategic partner.  

here are three innovators who are drawing on outsourcing to improve their customer 
communication process and, as a consequence, are increasing revenue.

The City of Cleveland—Bringing Revenue up to Speed 

Cleveland’s traffic cameras capture potential driver infractions with great speed and 
accuracy. in its initial implementation, the program was completely separate from the city’s 
parking enforcement system. two parallel, one-way streets. But Cleveland soon merged the 

M O S TMind–set One–to–one Sustain Transpromo
Turn transcactional
documents into
promotional vehicles

Continue the conversation 
through the life of the
relationship

Leverage customization
and relevancy

Consider all
communications
marketing
communications
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processes and paperwork. the result? motorists now inquire about, dispute and pay their 
parking and moving violations using a single system, regardless of whether the driver is 
online, on-site, on the phone or using u.s. mail.  

hard-copy correspondence for both programs is scanned into the same central database, 
where it is accessed in real-time by authorized city, court, police and contractor staff. this 
has not only led to streamlined services for Cleveland’s drivers, but also to higher ticket 
revenue. each program increased its collection rates by approximately 70 percent. now, 
Cleveland’s tickets are processed with fewer roadblocks and its citizens no longer get caught 
in online traffic jams.

Scottish Widows—Better Service = Greater Revenue Potential

in 1812, a small group of eminent scotsmen met in a coffee house to discuss establishing, “a 
general fund for securing provisions to widows, sisters and other females.” By the time the men 
relinquished their empty cups, scotland’s first mutual life office, the scottish widows fund Life 
assurance society, was born.

today, scottish widows is a leading financial services firm that offers life assurance, pensions, 
savings and investment products. a division of the renowned Lloyds Banking group, the 
company retains its revenue edge, in part, through one-to-one marketing communications 
delivered via cost-effective document production.

we work in close partnership with scottish widows to manage the company’s seamless end-
to-end workflow for marketing and customer documents. this involves the creation, design, 
printing, distribution, storage and logistics of approximately 1,600 projects at any one time. in 
many cases, data is pulled from disparate it systems to produce personalized materials that 
speak to customers as individuals. 

in short, we focus on the documents so that the company’s employees can focus on customers. 
says John arthur, scottish widows Client relationship manager, “we have five or six different 
workstreams and over 75 to 80 individual service labels that we continually measure and 
monitor. [we] give our customers an opportunity and a chance to feedback on where we do 
really well and areas that they think maybe we could expand our services or improve.”

By learning more about customer needs, scottish widows is better positioned to provide 
revenue-generating services that meet them. or, to quote one of the company’s first customers, 
sir walter scott, scottish widows is abiding by a “six word formula for success: think things 
through—then follow through.”

imagine if every business did.
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McGraw-Hill Construction—Building a Smarter Solution

mcgraw-hill Construction is the leading provider of information and data resources to the $4.6 
trillion construction industry. a few years ago, the company’s mhs Dodge division decided 
to change the way it added new architectural plans, specs and other construction-related 
materials to its vast subscriber database. 

at the time, employees in five geographically dispersed imaging facilities digitized hard copy 
documents by scanning each document twice—once for microfilm, once for a digital image 
file. not an easy task, especially when you’re updating 65,000 projects a day. tim ryan, the 
company’s senior vice president of operations, captured the challenge succinctly:

it’s not easy to take millions of documents, scan them, keep them all together, index 
them for keyword searches and then transmit them to different locations and different 
databases at the same time for repurposing into different media.

mcgraw-hill knew they needed to build a better solution. and they did. the company 
consolidated its regional imaging operations into an off-site center of excellence, introducing 
new efficiencies into the document conversion process. in addition, they called on Xerox to 
provide print production, fulfillment, CD-rom production and data delivery services.

new content is now available to subscribers within 24 hours and the amount of available 
data has increased substantially. furthermore, technologies like optical Character recognition 
and data mining make it possible for subscribers to find highly specific information. as an 
outgrowth of this solution, mcgraw-hill has also introduced new information “packages” that 
are generating additional revenue streams.  

Turning Documents into Revenue Generators

when all is said and done, the “documents equal revenue” message is fairly simple: ineffective 
communication leaves significant revenue on the table.

the irony is that most companies already have the tools they need to begin leveraging these 
overlooked sales opportunities: Databases of untapped, relevant information. thousands, 
maybe millions, of transactional documents.  and most importantly, customers who are eager 
to hear from them.

when used strategically and thoughtfully, those “talking things” i mentioned earlier will 
not only deliver your messages effectively, but will also speak directly and meaningfully 
to each customer.
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